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GARB-EZ / GARB-EZ-R 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001 Garb-ez and Garb-ezr are both designed to be used 
in the sanitation field. They provide ease of use when chang 
ing trash bags by making them readily available to the user. 
0002 Garb-ez is a device to be placed inside a trash can. 
This device contains a roll of folded plastic trash bags and it 
has an opening on the top to pull the bags out. Youthen line the 
trash can with the first bag. Once the first bag is full, you pull 
it up, separate the bag from the roll and a new bag is ready to 
use. You can repeat the process until the roll is empty and then 
inserta new one. The device can be made in multiple sizes and 
shapes. 
0003 Garb-eZr is a trash receptacle with a false bottom. 
The false bottom has an opening which stores a roll offolded 
trash bags that come out through a slit in the bottom of the can. 
Once the first bag is full, you pull it up, separate the bag from 
the roll and a new bag is ready to use. You can repeat the 
process until the roll is empty and then place a new one in the 
false bottom. The trash receptacle can be made in multiple 
sizes and shapes. 
0004 Garb-ez is a device to be placed inside a trash can. 
This device contains a roll of folded plastic trash bags and it 
has an opening on the top to pull the bags out. Youthen line the 
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trash can with the first bag. Once the first bag is full, you pull 
it up, separate the bag from the roll and a new bag is ready to 
use. You can repeat the process until the roll is empty and then 
inserta new one. The device can be made in multiple sizes and 
shapes. 
0005 Garb-ezr is a trash receptacle with a false bottom. 
The false bottom has an opening which stores a roll of folded 
trash bags that come out through a slit in the bottom of the can. 
Once the first bag is full, you pull it up, separate the bag from 
the roll and a new bag is ready to use. You can repeat the 
process until the roll is empty and then place a new one in the 
false bottom. The trash receptacle can be made in multiple 
sizes and shapes. 
* This is the new copy with the required spacing and para 
graph indentation. 

1. Garb-ez, and Garb-ez-r make it easier and more conve 
nient for the consumer to replace trash bags by having it all in 
one place. 
They can be made in different shapes, sizes and materials. 
They can be for both private and commercial use. 
They can be used indoors or outdoors. 
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